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Quantum-Proof Encryption For Your In-Flight Communications

Business Aviation Data Encryption System

Altitude Does Not Equal Data Security    Your in-flight wireless communications, including emails, 
texts, VOIP calls and file transfers, can be easily intercepted by bad actors, giving them powerful 
leverage against you, your company and its shareholders.

Protect Your Office in the Sky   Your data is already being stolen and stockpiled. Cybercriminals have 
for years been harvesting communications from targeted aircraft knowing that emerging quantum 
computer technology will soon allow them to unlock the secrets encrypted within those messages. 

The 7Tunnels Solution   7Tunnels patented technology provides the strongest available encryption 
for your on-wing communications, protecting your valuable information today and into the post-
quantum future. The 7Tunnels AG7 is a personal electronic device (PED) so it doesn’t require a 
supplemental type certificate for onboard use. It easily connects to the existing onboard WiFi and 
provides a transparent user experience for passengers and flight crews.
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Trusted by Fortune 50 Companies   7Tunnels encryption has been vetted and tested in real-world 
situations onboard the aircraft of DuPont, one of the world’s largest companies. After 12 months of 
proof-of-concept testing over hundreds of hours of international flight time, both DuPont and its spin-
off, Corteva, now use 7Tunnels products to protect their on-wing communications.

7Tunnels Technology is protected by U.S. and international patents and pending patents    ©2019 7Tunnels    

Don’t bet your company and career on 
“good enough” encryption.

Don’t bet your company and career on 
“good enough” encryption.

Simple and Fast   The AG7 is easy to use in flight: just pair a laptop, tablet or phone and that’s it; there 
are no extra clicks or downloads required. Connect as many devices as you like.

Total Support   7Tunnels’ on-site set-up and training gets your AG7 system operating immediately, 
and live phone assistance means you get your questions answered on your schedule. 

Cost Effective   The AG7 subscription provides unlimited data volume, so there’s no need to manage 
your usage. Before the AG7’s encryption key library is completely depleted through use, 7Tunnels ships 
a fully loaded replacement device, giving you uninterrupted security and peace of mind.

12-Month Subscription

$1,800/mo.

24-Month Subscription

$1,600/mo.
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